
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Users Manual 

Ice-Gun® Glass Freezer 



 

Packing List 

Ice-Gun® Glass Freezer      ×1 

User’s Manual         ×1 

Sealing Rings         ×2 

 

 

 

 

 

WARNING: This product works with liquid CO2 only. Never connect any 

other compressed gas cylinders with high pressure. A liquid CO2 cylinder 

with siphon tube or dip tube is preferred to deliver liquid CO2. If a standard 

gas CO2 cylinder is used, the cylinder must be placed upside down to 

deliver liquid CO2. Install this product in a well ventilated area, otherwise a 



high level of CO2 may accumulate. 

DO NOT aim this product at your own or any other people’s face. 

Preparation Before Use 

Step 1: A CO2 cylinder with a siphon tube or dip tube to the bottom of it is 

preferred, so that the liquid CO2 can be delivered directly up to the dry ice 

machine, and achieve perfect performance. 

 

 

Step 2: AA(1.5V)X2 Dry Batteries 

 



Installation 

Step 1: Take the product out of the package and install the 2 batteries. 

 

 

Step 2: Loosen the nozzle and install the transparent cover. 

 



 

Step 3: 

Take the sealing ring out of accessory bag, insert it into the connection nut. 

   

 

Step4: Connect the product with the CO2 cylinder. 

Firstly, use your fingers to screw the nut onto the valve of the CO2 cylinder. 

Secondly, use the wrench on product to reinforce the connection between 

the nut and cylinder. 

 

  
 

 



 

Turn on the product 

Open the valve of the CO2 cylinder, make sure no gas leaking, then press 

the trigger on the gun glass chiller and it begins to work, get ready to chill 

your glasses now! 

It is advisable to keep the transparent cover close the rim of the glassware 

but not too tight. 

 

 

Replace the CO2 Cylinder 

When the gun does not spray CO2 gas strong enough to frost a glass 

between 7-10 seconds, or does not chill at all, this is an indication that it is 

time to replace the empty cylinder with a full one, please follow the 

instructions carefully. 

1. Close the stopcock of the cylinder. 

2. Press the trigger repeatedly until all pressure is released. 

3. Screw off the CO2 gun glass chiller fitting from the cylinder. 

4. Connect the unit to a cylinder full of liquid CO2 as instructed above. 
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